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B meson flavor changes via a box 
diagram and flavor oscillates with 
time evolution.

In Belle II, B meson pairs are produced from Υ(4S) decay and 
mixing occurs simlutaneously in two B mesons due to quntum 
entanglement. 
→ Time-dependent analyses are performed by measuring  
    a decay time difference of B mesons     .
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FIG. 1: M2
⌫ distributions for untagged events (using either e or µ as lepton candidates). The

points with error bars represent the data, the dark green histogram is the continuum component
(taken from the o↵-resonance data sample), the red histogram is the BB combinatorial, and the
light green histogram represents the peaking B± ! D⇤⇤`⌫ component.

TABLE I: Yields for the signal component in the proc9 data. For both the untagged and the lepton
tagged sample, at most one candidate per event has been selected. The fraction of mixed events
(last row) has been computed taking into account the correction factor "U/"M = 1.35±0.10, where
"U ("M ) is the e�ciency for selecting a correctly reconstructed unmixed (mixed) signal event.

Channel Data

Untagged e only 18514± 1128

Untagged µ only 16625± 1111

Untagged (e or µ) 35492± 2209

Tagged unmixed (NU ) 1642± 133

Tagged mixed (NM ) 253± 45

("U/"M ) correction factor 1.35± 0.10

�d (fraction of mixed events) (17.2± 3.6)%
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Phenomenology of  mixing-induced CP-violation:

For  c cs transitions / s ss transition in the SM,

where:

Flavor tagging
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Δt distribution from b→ ccs

= S sinΔmΔt + A cosΔmΔt 
        S: Time-dependent CPV parameter  
       A(=-C): Direct CPV parameter 
       Δm: B-B mass difference 
       Δt: B-B decay time difference
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→ S term contains CKM angles

Time-dependent CP violation (TDCPV)
Induced by quntum interference with decay to the CP-eigenstates.

b ! cc̄s : �1

b ! uūd : �2

B0 ! J/ K0ex. 

ex. B0 ! ⇡+⇡�



Time-dependent analysis

7GeV e- × 4 GeV e+@superKEKB アルバトリオン

e- e+
B0

B0

Υ(4S)
K0

K

π

μ

μ+

μ-Δz~βγΔt

Signal side B

Tag side B

To measure very small     , B mesons are produced through 
asymmeric energy collision of         and displaccement of decay 
vertecies is measured. 
→ convert to decay time using boost factor.
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Reconstruction of decay vertex of B meson with good accuracy 
is a key item for time-dependent analysis in B-factory.



Experimental appartus and data set
Silicon vertex 
detector (SVD) Pixcel detector 

(PXD)

Time-Of-
Propergation 
 counter (TOP)

Electromagnetic 
 Calorimeter (ECL)

Klong-Muon 
detector (KLM)

Aerogel Ring 
Imaging Cherenkov 
detector (ARICH)

Central Drift 
Chamber (CDC)

Integrated luminosity (2019 runs) 
On-resonance ~5.7 fb-1 
Off-resonance ~0.8 fb-1 
Caribrated on-resonance sample 
2.62 fb-1

Full detector 
including vertex 
detectors has been 
in operation from 
2019. 
→Time-dependent  
   analyses are in  
   our reach.



Vertex detectors
2-layers pixcel（PXD）＋ 4-layers Double sided silicon detector（SVD）

・Closer inner layer contributes to   
　improve vertex resolution.

FIG. 1: d0 distributions of selected tracks reconstructed with the default reconstruction chain
(CDC+SVD+PXD) and the chain excluding the PXD detector (CDC+SVD). The resolution is es-
timated using half of the symmetric range around the median containing 68% of the d0 distribution.
The distributions are normalised to unit area.
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・More      decays in SVD due to larger volume.  
→  Increase efficiency of      detection and  
     vertex reconstruction using      direction 
     in the decays without primary track from 
     decay vertex: 

d0: closest approach of  
     track in x-y plane

Belle SVD

Belle II SVD

Installed in Belle II Nov. 2018

K0
S

K0
S

K0
S

B0 ! K0
S⇡

0, B0 ! K⇤(! K0
S⇡

0)�

Due to problem in module production, we 
ran without a part of 2nd PXD layer.

�68 = 12.1 µm

�68 = 20.5 µm

+ CDC+SVD+PXD
+ CDC+SVD



Performance study of vertex detctors
Measurement of tracking impact  
parameter using Bhabha events.

FIG. 2: In each �0 bin, the width of the d0 distribution of selected tracks, noted �68(d0), is defined
as half of the symmetric range around the median containing 68% of the d0 distribution. A beam

profile is drawn in gray; it corresponds to the function

q
(sin�0 · �x)2 + (cos�0 · �y)2 computed

with �x = 14.8µm and �y = 1.5µm (set values in simulation). The fact that the measured points

are above the gray curve comes from the finite resolution of the detector. The tracks are selected

in a data sample collected in May 2019 (run list: 3689, 3714, 3715, 3718, 3719); in particular, it is

requested that the tracks are detected by the PXD, the SVD and the CDC, and that they belong

to two-track events. The same selection is applied to simulated tracks from a sample of generated

Bhabha scattering events with e+e� in the final state.
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    resolution is calculated as difference 
between electron and positron: 
[                    ]/     
Average: 
14.2±0.1 μm (Data) 
12.5±0.1 μm (Simulation)

FIG. 3: For a two-track event where the two tracks, t1 and t2, are produced back-to-back, the

definition of d0 implies that d0(t1) and d0(t2) have opposite signs. Assuming that the two tracks

come from the same primary vertex, the width of the di↵erence �d0 ⌘ d0(t�) + d0(t+) divided byp
2 is an estimate of the d0 resolution. In each �0 bin, the width of the �d0 distribution of selected

tracks, noted �68(�d0), is defined as half of the symmetric range around the median containing

68% of the �d0 distribution. When computing the width of �d0/
p
2 over the full �0 range, one

obtains a d0 resolution estimate of 14.2±0.1 (stat)µm in data and 12.5±0.1 (stat)µm in simulation.

The tracks are selected in a data sample collected in May 2019 (run list: 3689, 3714, 3715, 3718,

3719); in particular, it is requested that the tracks are detected by the PXD, the SVD and the

CDC, and that they belong to two-track events. The same selection is applied to simulated tracks

from a sample of generated Bhabha scattering events with e+e� in the final state.
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detector 
resolution

d0: closest approach of  
     track in x-y plane

x

y
φ0

|d0|

PV

POCA

Track

FIG. 1: Projection of the coordinate system on the x-y plane. For a track coming from a primary

vertex (PV), the transverse impact parameter (d0) is the signed distance between the point of

closest approach (POCA) and the z axis, and �0 is the azimuthal angle of the track momentum at

the POCA. The sign of d0 is defined to be the same as the one of the z component of the angular

momentum with respect to the origin. The blue area depicts the region where the high energy and

low energy beams overlap; in this drawing, the vertical size and the horizontal size of this region

are not in scale. In practice, the center of the overlap region is displaced with respect to the origin

and d0 needs to be corrected for this o↵set.
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point of  
closest  
approach 
(POCA)

production vertex

Difference between width of 
the    distribution and beam 
profile （    = 14.8 μm,     
      = 1.5 μm) corresponds 
to the detector resolution.
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To improve data/MC matching, 
alignment study is ongoing.

�x

�y

d0

d0



Measurement of mixing

Branching fractions of semi-leptonic B decays are relatively large. 
B0 ! D⇤�`+⌫` (5.05±0.14)%

beam spot

�t ⇠ �z/c��

To keep signal efficiency, B meson is partially reconstructed. 

Signal is reconstructed using high momentum lepton and 
low momentum pion from                   decay.D⇤0 ! D0⇡+

Mixing rate is measured using flavor information of B mesons.



Reconstruction of signal decay

B0 ! D⇤�`+⌫`

Kinematic variables of neutrino 
is calculated from lepton and 
pion momentum with 
assumption of B at rest. 

Reconstructed signals:
35492±2209

beam spot

�t ⇠ �z/c��
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⌫ distributions for untagged events (using either e or µ as lepton candidates). The

points with error bars represent the data, the dark green histogram is the continuum component
(taken from the o↵-resonance data sample), the red histogram is the BB combinatorial, and the
light green histogram represents the peaking B± ! D⇤⇤`⌫ component.

TABLE I: Yields for the signal component in the proc9 data. For both the untagged and the lepton
tagged sample, at most one candidate per event has been selected. The fraction of mixed events
(last row) has been computed taking into account the correction factor "U/"M = 1.35±0.10, where
"U ("M ) is the e�ciency for selecting a correctly reconstructed unmixed (mixed) signal event.

Channel Data

Untagged e only 18514± 1128

Untagged µ only 16625± 1111

Untagged (e or µ) 35492± 2209

Tagged unmixed (NU ) 1642± 133

Tagged mixed (NM ) 253± 45

("U/"M ) correction factor 1.35± 0.10
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Signal  
contribution

                    signal is reconstructed 
using high momentum lepton and 
low momentum pion from                   
decay.

D⇤0 ! D0⇡+



Tagged analysis

beam spot

�t ⇠ �z/c��

Flavor of B meson is tagged by high 
momentum lepton track and other B 
meson vertex is reconstructed with 
beam spot information.
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FIG. 2: M2
⌫ distributions for events in the lepton tagged unmixed (left plot) and mixed (right)

samples in the proc9 dataset. The points with error bars represent the data, the dark green
histogram is the continuum component, the red histogram is the BB combinatorial background.
The following peaking components are also shown: B± ! D⇤⇤`⌫ events (light green), events in
which the candidate tag-side lepton originate from the decay of the signal side D0 (dark blue), and
events in which the candidate tag-side lepton comes from the b ! c ! ` decay chain.
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Unmixed signal 
(opposite sign) 
1642±113

Mixed signal 
(same sign) 
253±45

= (17.2±3.6)% 
   (WA= 18.6%)
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reconstruction 
efficiency ε
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Time-dependent analysis
Oscillation is observed in fraction in each       region.  
→ consistent with MC expectation with       and        world average.
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FIG. 4: |�t| dependent fraction of unmixed events for the on-resonance data M2
⌫ > �3 GeV2 signal

enriched region. Good agreement is seen between the data and the expectations, proving that the
physics capabilities of the Belle II detector are su�cient to observe the expected pattern of B0B0

oscillations.
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FIG. 3: |�t| dependent fraction of unmixed events for the o↵-resonance data In order to increase
the statistics the cut on the R2 variable has been loosened to 0.6, and no cut on M2

⌫ is applied.
The distribution is compatible with a flat behavior: a fit with a flat line gives a �2/ndf = 1.541
(corresponding to pValue = 0.127).
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|�t|

M2
⌫ > �3.0 (GeV/c2)2

⌧B0 �md

No oscillation pattern is seen 
in sample without      .BB̄
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FIG. 3: |�t| dependent fraction of unmixed events for the o↵-resonance data In order to increase
the statistics the cut on the R2 variable has been loosened to 0.6, and no cut on M2

⌫ is applied.
The distribution is compatible with a flat behavior: a fit with a flat line gives a �2/ndf = 1.541
(corresponding to pValue = 0.127).
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Samples for      and       measurements
      and        will be measured using large numbers of flavor-
specific samples of                        and                               . 
⌧B0 �md

B ! Dh(h = ⇡, ⇢) B0 ! D⇤�`+⌫`(` = e, µ)
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FIG. 1: Distribution of �E for all B+/0 ! D(⇤)h+ candidates reconstructed in 2.62 fb�1 of
collision data. Events are required to contain at least three good-quality tracks to enrich the sample
in e+e� ! hadrons processes while suppressing beam-induced background, Bhabha scattering, and
other low-multiplicity processes. The charged-kaon and -pion candidate tracks are required to have
transverse (longitudinal) displacement from the interaction point |d0| < 0.5 cm (|z0| < 3.0 cm).
A requirement on the (binary) particle- identification likelihood ratio of > 0.6 is applied to K
candidates. Candidate ⇢ and K0

S decays are restricted to |M(⇡+⇡0) � m⇢| < 100 MeV/c2 and
0.45 < M(⇡+⇡+) < 0.55 GeV/c2, respectively. A cos ✓⇢ > -0.8 requirements is applied for
B ! D⇢ candidates to further suppress combinatorial backgrounds. The invariant masses of D0

and D+ candidates are restricted to 1.84 < M(K�⇡+,K�⇡+⇡0,K�⇡+⇡�⇡+) < 1.89 GeV/c2

and 1.844 < M(K�⇡+⇡+) < 1.894 GeV/c2, respectively. Candidate D⇤+ decays are required
to meet 0.143 < M(D0⇡+) � MD0 < 0.147 GeV/c2 and D⇤0 candidates are required to have
0.14 < M(D0⇡0) � MD0 < 0.144 GeV/c2, where MD0 is the known D0 mass. Contributions
from continuum qq background are suppressed with the following requirements on the second
(normalized) Fox-Wolfram moment, R2 < 0.3 and 0.25 for B ! D(⇤)⇡ and B ! D⇢ modes,
respectively. Events shown are restricted to the signal region Mbc > 5.27 GeV/c2.
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data. Events are required to contain at least three good-quality tracks to enrich the sample in
e+e� ! hadrons processes while suppressing beam-induced background, Bhabha scattering, and
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transverse (longitudinal) displacement from the interaction point |d0| < 0.5 cm (|z0| < 3.0 cm).
A requirement on the (binary) particle- identification likelihood ratio of > 0.6 is applied to K
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4

the selection 0.480 GeV/c2 < Mπ+π− < 0.516 GeV/c2,
where Mπ+π− is the reconstructed invariant mass of the
charged pions. This range corresponds to approximately
3σ in the resolution of the mass.

Candidate π0 → γγ decays are reconstructed using
photon candidates identified from ECL hits. We require
that Mγγ satisfy 0.115 GeV/c2 < Mγγ < 0.152 GeV/c2,
which corresponds to approximately 3σ in resolution.
To improve the π0 momentum resolution, we perform a
mass-constrained fit to the two photons, assuming they
originate from the IP.

In the case of multiple B0 candidates in an event, we
select the candidate that combines the π0 of the smallest
mass-constrained fit χ2 value with the K0

S of the largest
value of the neural network output variable.

To identify the decay B0 → K0
Sπ

0π0, we
define two variables: the beam-constrained mass

Mbc ≡
!

(Ebeam/c2)2 − |p⃗ CM
B /c|2, and the energy differ-

ence ∆E ≡ Ebeam −ECM
B , where p⃗ CM

B and ECM
B are the

B momentum and energy, respectively, in the e+e− CM
frame. The quantity Ebeam is the beam energy in the CM
frame. The variables Mbc and ∆E for signal events peak
at the B0 mass and at zero, respectively, but have tails to
lower values due to lost energy in the π0 reconstruction.

To reject background BB̄ decays resulting in the
K0

Sπ
0π0 final state, we define veto regions for the re-

constructed invariant masses MK0
S
π0 and Mπ0π0 . Decays

B0 → D0X and B0 → K0
Sπ

0 are rejected by vetoing
the regions 1.77 GeV/c2 < MK0

S
π0 < 1.94 GeV/c2 and

MK0
S
π0 > 4.8 GeV/c2, respectively, for both π0 candi-

dates individually combined with the K0
S candidate. The

veto region for B0 → (cc̄)K0
S is 2.8 GeV/c2 < Mπ0π0 <

3.6 GeV/c2, where (cc̄) is dominated by the charmonium
mesons. Many of two-body decays of the B0 into neu-
tral meson and K0

S are CP eigenstates. Among such
decay modes, B0 → η′K0

S becomes background if pho-
tons are not detected with the decays of η′ → ηπ+π−,
η → 2γ and K0

S → π0π0 so that Mπ0π0 < 0.6 GeV/c2

is vetoed. In addition to those invariant masses of inter-
mediate states, the absolute value of cosine of the angle
between the photons and the π0 boost direction of labo-
ratory in the π0 rest frame is required to be less than 0.9
to reject B → Xsγ decays, where Xs denotes hadronic
state governed by a radiative penguin decay.

To suppress e+e− → qq̄ continuum background events,
a likelihood ratio Rs/b is calculated using modified Fox-
Wolfram moments [19, 20] and the cosine of the angle
between the beam direction and B0 flight direction in the
CM frame, cos θB . Figure 1 shows the Rs/b distribution
of the signal and qq̄ MC. We impose a loose requirement
Rs/b > 0.50, which rejects 84% of continuum background
while retaining 90% of signal decays. We subsequently
include a probability density function (PDF) for Rs/b

when fitting for the signal yield.
The vertex of the tag-side B is reconstructed from all
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FIG. 1. Distribution of Rs/b, an event-shape based likelihood
ratio, for signal and qq̄ MC illustrated by solid and broken
lines, respectively.

charged tracks in the event, except for the K0
S daugh-

ters, using a vertex reconstruction algorithm described
in Ref. [21]. To determine the B0 flavor q, a multi-
dimensional likelihood-based method for inclusive prop-
erties of particles not associated with the signal B0 can-
didate is used [22]. The quality of the flavor tagging
result is expressed by r, where r = 0 corresponds to
no flavor discrimination, and r = 1 corresponds to un-
ambiguous flavor assignment. Candidates with r ≤ 0.10
are not considered further for CP volation measurement.
The wrong tag fractions for six r intervals, wl(l = 1-6),
and their differences between B0 and B̄0 decays, ∆wl,
are determined from large control samples of self-tagging
B0 → D∗−ℓ+ν, B0 → D(∗)−h+(h = π, ρ) decays. The to-
tal effective tagging efficiency defined as Σ(fl×(1−2wl)

2)
is determined to be (29.8±0.4)%, where fl is the fraction
of the events in the l-th interval.

After applying all selection criteria, the signal yield is
extracted from a three-dimensional unbinned maximum
likelihood fit to Mbc, ∆E, and Rs/b. For signal and BB̄
background, the PDFs are modeled as binned histograms
determined from MC simulation. A two-dimensional
PDF is used for Mbc and ∆E, taking into account the
correlation between these variables. The qq̄ background
PDF forMbc is modeled by an ARGUS function [23], and
that for ∆E is modeled by second-order polynomial func-
tion. A binned histogram from the MC is used for the qq̄
background PDF of Rs/b. From the 43225 events in the
regions of Mbc > 5.2 GeV/c2, −0.25 GeV < ∆E < 0.25
GeV, and Rs/b > 0.5, the yields of signal, qq̄ and BB̄
are found to be 335 ± 37, 38599 ± 262 and 4290 ± 190,
respectively. Figure 2 shows the data distribution in the
signal-enhanced region Mbc > 5.27 GeV/c2, −0.15 GeV
< ∆E < 0.10 GeV, and Rs/b > 0.9, together with the
fit projections, where the selection requirement on the
plotted quantity is released.
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charged tracks in the event, except for the K0
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ters, using a vertex reconstruction algorithm described
in Ref. [21]. To determine the B0 flavor q, a multi-
dimensional likelihood-based method for inclusive prop-
erties of particles not associated with the signal B0 can-
didate is used [22]. The quality of the flavor tagging
result is expressed by r, where r = 0 corresponds to
no flavor discrimination, and r = 1 corresponds to un-
ambiguous flavor assignment. Candidates with r ≤ 0.10
are not considered further for CP volation measurement.
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and their differences between B0 and B̄0 decays, ∆wl,
are determined from large control samples of self-tagging
B0 → D∗−ℓ+ν, B0 → D(∗)−h+(h = π, ρ) decays. The to-
tal effective tagging efficiency defined as Σ(fl×(1−2wl)

2)
is determined to be (29.8±0.4)%, where fl is the fraction
of the events in the l-th interval.

After applying all selection criteria, the signal yield is
extracted from a three-dimensional unbinned maximum
likelihood fit to Mbc, ∆E, and Rs/b. For signal and BB̄
background, the PDFs are modeled as binned histograms
determined from MC simulation. A two-dimensional
PDF is used for Mbc and ∆E, taking into account the
correlation between these variables. The qq̄ background
PDF forMbc is modeled by an ARGUS function [23], and
that for ∆E is modeled by second-order polynomial func-
tion. A binned histogram from the MC is used for the qq̄
background PDF of Rs/b. From the 43225 events in the
regions of Mbc > 5.2 GeV/c2, −0.25 GeV < ∆E < 0.25
GeV, and Rs/b > 0.5, the yields of signal, qq̄ and BB̄
are found to be 335 ± 37, 38599 ± 262 and 4290 ± 190,
respectively. Figure 2 shows the data distribution in the
signal-enhanced region Mbc > 5.27 GeV/c2, −0.15 GeV
< ∆E < 0.10 GeV, and Rs/b > 0.9, together with the
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Samples for TDCPV study

CP-eigenstate for           measurement and its control sample 
mode are observed using early data. 
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FIG. 2: The dimuon invariant mass of J/ ! µ+µ� candidates for an integrated luminosity of
2.62 fb�1 using the same environment and track selection as Fig. 1, but with muonID > 0.95 for
each muon candidate.
A Gaussian function summed with a Bifurcated Gaussian is used to model the signal and a first
order polynomial is used to model the background.
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FIG. 3: The dielectron invariant mass of J/ ! e�e� candidates for an integrated luminosity of 2.62
fb�1 using the same environment and track selection as the Fig. 1, but with further selection criteria
applied to J/ candidates in BB events. The momentum of the reconstructed J/ candidate in
the ⌥ (4S) frame is required to be below 2.0 GeV/c and the ratio between the (event-based) second-
order and zeroth-order Fox-Wolfram moment, R2, is below 0.4.
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FIG. 4: The dimuon invariant mass of J/ ! µ+µ� candidates for an integrated luminosity of
2.62 fb�1 using the same environment and track selection as Fig. 2, with extra selection criteria
applied to isolate J/ candidates in BB events, listed in Fig. 3.
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FIG. 1: ∆E (left top), Mbc (right bottom) and 2-dimensional plot of reconstructed B0 →
J/ψK0

S , J/ψ → ℓ+ℓ−,K0
S → π+π− from 2019 data sample (phase 3). To extract signal yield,

we perform 2-dimensional un-binned maximum likelihood fit to these samples. Gaussian and AR-
GUS [1] functions are used for the probability density functions (PDFs) of the Mbc for the signal
and background, respectively, while double Gaussian and linear functions are used for the ∆E.
All of the parameters except for the fraction of two Gaussian functions of ∆E signal PDF are
floated together with signal and background yields when performing the fit. We excluded from the
fit the shaded regions of (5.265 GeV/c2 < Mbc < 5.290 GeV/c2, -0.15 GeV < ∆E < -0.05 GeV)
and (5.265 GeV/c2 < Mbc < 5.290 GeV/c2, 0.05 GeV < ∆E < -0.15 GeV) to remove background
candidates mainly due to B0 → J/ψK∗0. Fit results are shown with solid curves in each projection.

[1] H. Albrecht et al. (ARGUS Collaboration), Phys. Lett. B 241 278 (1990).
[2] A. Abashian, et al. (Belle Collaboration), Phys. Rev. Lett. 86 2509 (2001).
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We combined the candidate event samples by J/ψ → e+e− and µ+µ− modes, there are 50
events in the signal box. With this yield of candidate events, we found that fit can converge
with floating the mean and σ of the signal Gaussian. We select events with a ∆E in the
range −0.07 GeV < ∆E < 0.03 GeV in J/ψ → e+e− case and −0.03 GeV < ∆E < 0.03 GeV
in J/ψ → µ+µ− case, and performed a fit to the Mbc distribution. The probability density
function (PDF) is composed by summing the signal component with a single Gaussian with
a floating mean (µ) and width (σ) and the background component with an ARGUS function
with a fixing m0 = 5.291 GeV, power (p) = 0.5 and slope (c) = −50.0. The plots requesting
approval are shown in Fig. 1. The signal Gaussian’s mean = 5.28150± 0.00040 GeV/c2 and
σ = 2.71 ± 0.30 MeV/c2. We got Nsig = 48.6 ± 7.0 events as the signal yield. Note that
numerical value of the integrated luminosity in the plots have been updated on 2019 Aug.
7th.
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FIG. 1: For J/ψ → e+e− and µ+µ− cases combined, ∆E distribution in 5.27 GeV/c2 < Mbc < 5.29
GeV/c2 (upper left), Mbc-∆E 2D distribution (upper right) and Mbc distribution with applying
the proper ∆E requirements (lower).
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Summary

- Time-dependent analysis using B decay vertex information is 
available  in Belle II owing to vertex detectors installed in last year.  

- Calibration and Performance check of the vertex detectors are 
confirmed using experimental data. 

-          mixing is observed as an oscillation of time-dependent 
mixing rate distribution. 

- Many decays for time-dependent studies are reconstructed 
found in early data sample.

B0-B̄0



Future prospects

2019    2021    2023    2025    2027

29.1 fb-1 
B0→(cc)K0 (φ1)

_ 140 fb-1 

B0→π+π-  (φ2)

253 fb-1  
B0→η’K0S  

(φ1 from b→s)

We plan to accumulate a few hundred fb-1 data until next summer. 
Re-observations of time-dependent CP violation in several CP-
eigenstates are expected. 
Mixing and lifetime measurement will reach to systematic limit soon.  
We have to consider strategy to reduce systematic uncertainty.

�md, ⌧B (syst. limit)


